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It may well be the case that the driving forces behind transport and logistics
have never been as relevant to the public at large as they are today. Developments in autonomous vehicles, electric drives and environmental policies, such
as banning vehicles in urban areas, affect ordinary citizens and the transport
industry alike. Furthermore, governmental authorities continue to accelerate
change in these areas, as we have seen with the recent imposition of stricter
CO2 limits.
As a brake manufacturer, Haldex is also busy during these exciting times. We
must not only adapt our core products to changing conditions, but also work
continuously on new solutions. One recent example is scalable brake systems,
which we are testing with a leading truck OEM and hope to develop for series
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the principles of vehicle architecture.
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Adapting to market conditions, however, requires much more. You don’t have
to look far to see why: The much cited ‘two-speed Europe’ is testament to
the fact that each region has its own special characteristics that need to be
taken into account. For example, we are currently restructuring our activities
in Central Eastern Europe and thereby increasing attention to our brands Grau
and Reman.
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In this issue of Haldex Magazine, we look at how our customers are preparing for the future, from spare-parts supply to complete workshop service and
combined transport by road, rail and sea. British parts centre CV Logix, Polish
logistics group Omega Pilzno and Scania VRS serve as examples. Having the
right knowledge always plays a key role, which is certainly the case when we
take a closer look at our training centre in Heidelberg. And a recent example
from the agricultural sector helps illustrate what the process of developing a
new practical solution can look like in practice.
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LATEST NEWS
Service organisation

Aftermarket

Successful meeting

New horizons

The yearly meeting of Haldex’s European Technical Service Organisation (ETSO) was held at the end of 2018 in perfect surroundings: Service engineers and technicians from across Europe met at the MIRA
Technology Park, a veritable test and technology Mecca in the UK. The
researchers and developers in attendance enjoyed an ideal working
environment, from laboratory-based simulations to practical applications on test tracks. Also reflecting this state-of-the-art setting, conference workshops focused primarily on customer support and technical
training of tomorrow, and Haldex product managers presented the
latest developments in innovations such as electric, autonomous and
networked driving.

To strengthen its aftermarket
business in Central Eastern Europe (CEE), Haldex is realigning
coordination in the region. The
position of Aftermarket Manager CEE has been occupied since
February 2019 by Mirek Peciak
(pictured) from Haldex Poland,
with support from Gergely Kis
of Haldex Austria. The project
team will focus on both EU and
non-EU countries in Eastern Europe. ‘We want to reinforce our
local presence, as well as customer service and technical support for
hauliers, workshops and parts suppliers, all in the relevant national
languages. We also want to substantially develop the training opportunities on offer’, stresses Mirek Peciak. Regional marketing activities
will be high on the agenda with particular focus on the Haldex brands
Grau and Reman.

Future prospects

Project launched
In close cooperation with a leading truck manufacturer, Haldex is evaluating ‘scalable brake systems’
design and expects testing to lead to a development
contract before the end of the year. The next objective will be introduction of a product that is ready
for series production within four to five years. In
terms of hardware, the focus is two particular systems – electro mechanical (disc) brakes (EMB) and
fast-acting brake valves (FABV).

Groupe Charles André

Annual financial report

Fleet safety

Positive development

Groupe Charles André is a family company, founded in France in 1932.
As a European leader in bulk transport, distribution and logistics for
automotive, bespoke supply chain solution provider for industry, and
key intermodal player, GCA provides both local and global expertise.
Recently, new high-tech semi-trailers for gas transportation have been
put into use. Thanks to strong relationships and technical support in
both France and the Netherlands, GCA has specified Haldex EB+ and
air suspension for European Original Equipment Manufacturers. Most
vehicles are equipped with safety systems such as TEM Safe Parking
and EB+ Soft Docking. In addition, lining wear sensors and EB+ Info
Centre are standard equipment.

Haldex ended 2018 with a record turnover, which exceeded
SEK 5 billion for the first time. Specifically, the SEK 5.119 billion turnover (around EUR 485 million) represents an increase of
almost 15 percent compared to 2017. A range of
measures was also successfully introduced to
streamline cost and to absorb rising raw material
prices and tariffs with the aim of increasing the
profit margin in 2019. ‘In the autumn, we also
conducted an extensive project to secure our future strategy’, adds Haldex
President Åke Bengtsson. ‘We verified
that our technological projects
are headed in the right
direction and began
to streamline operations.
This
gives us a
strong platform
as
we enter
2019’.
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PRODUCTS AND SERVICES

TIPS
A CLOSER LOOK
PRODUCT PIRACY
Haldex warns against hazardous brake pads
Over the last few months, counterfeit brake pads for ModulT disc brakes
have been cropping up on the market. The pads are retailed under the
product designations Haldex DBT 22 LT and SAF Holland SBS2220, but they
are not authorised, genuine parts.
Original (above) versus counterfeit:
Counterfeits have larger holes.

The copies are relatively easy to identify by the mounting plate holes, which
are considerably larger than those on genuine brake pads. The larger holes
are most evident when replacing the old pads with new ones. The pads also
do not meet Haldex’s high quality standards and, in a worst-case scenario,
may lead to brake failure. If you have any questions, please contact Haldex
technical support.

FAQs FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS
Conformity certificates

Usage data with Fleet+

How do I get conformity certificates for my Haldex air tanks?

Can I collect usage data about my trailer using Haldex EBS?

The procedure has changed. On
the Haldex website you can now
find an online form for this purpose under ‘Services & Support’.
Enter the original equipment manufacturer (OEM) and serial/batch
number, as well as the production year (optional), and submit the
information with a click. The conformity certificate will be sent to the
specified email address, usually within 24 hours
but no later than 48 hours.

Every EB+ Gen3 (or Gen2 with
C499 software from 2010 onwards) has the Fleet+ V3 feature, which records brake system
data. Using the Fleet+ software,
this data can be evaluated to determine strain on the chassis, axles and tyres. Fleet+ is easy to use and is
available for download at the Haldex website (in the Service section of
the Trailer Application Guide). You will also need
a dongle part number 815 023 011.

Go to online form
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Go to Fleet+ video

PRODUCTS AND SERVICES

FAQs
DID YOU KNOW?
Brand new perspectives
Look up the ModulT disc brake series at www.haldex.com and click on the link
to access an interactive presentation. Using a mouse, you can rotate the brake
graphic 360 degrees. And if you click the spare parts kit, all accompanying components will be shown in full detail in an animated exploded view. These new
perspectives can help answer many installation questions.

Go to ModulT page

FINDEX PRODUCT CATALOGUE EXPANDED

Replacing EB+ Gen1 with Gen3
I need to replace an EB+ Gen1 with an EB+ Gen3. How do I proceed
and what do I need to consider?
To replace EB+ Gen1 or Gen2, Haldex has created a special service
bulletin. It is available as a PDF download in multiple languages. The
bulletin explains all necessary steps in detail, from mounting brackets
and fittings to electric and pneumatic ports and
modulator programming.

Go to service bulletin

Haldex has expanded and revised the Findex product catalogue in many
areas. For example, more than 3,000 photos have been added, which
show products from multiple angles. Another helpful new feature is the
cross-reference search. Upon entering a part number, all matching parts
are listed. Users can find alternative parts or more recent part numbers by
clicking the cross-reference search field.

Spring/Summer 2019
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TRANSPORT

ON LAND
AND WATER
Omega Pilzno is one of the leading logistics providers in
Poland. The company is trialling two Haldex safety systems
within the scope of a long-term test.

T

he Omega Pilzno Group, headquartered in Pilzno, Poland, is a
perfect example of how a reputable and highly successful transport and logistics provider can
develop thanks to a high degree of flexibility
and diversity, paired with healthy, strategically intelligent growth. ‘Our business is driven
by passion and commitment. We just want
to be the best at what we do’, says Adam
Godawski, Managing Director of the group
of companies. ‘We are growing together with
our employees and clients’.
Organic growth and continuous development — these words run like a thread
through the history of the company, founded in 1992. Today, in addition to its headquarters in Pilzno, the family-owned Group
is also active in Kraków, Katowice, Gdynia,
Warsaw, Rzeszów and Mokrzec. Over the
years, the company has not only acquired
extensive truck expertise through its authorisation as a dealer and servicing provider for
the manufacturers MAN, Volvo and Iveco,
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but they have also developed their own ultra-modern fleet, which comprises almost
700 vehicles.
Omega Pilzno gained a reputation for excellence as a logistics provider at an early stage.
In total, there are five class A high-bay warehouses with a total area of 116,000 square
metres in Jasionka, Mokrzec, Podgrodzie and
Gdansk for clients’ products. The logistics parks
stand out thanks to their locations, which were
strategically chosen to optimise infrastructural
links, to provide a wide range of additional services and to ensure the highest safety standards
for goods storage. Two warehouses are located
next to the E40 European highway on the A4
motorway, including the company’s customs
warehouse. Omega Pilzno has thus been able
to expand their range of services to include
logistical solutions for international goods traffic. Putting goods into circulation outside the
EU, creating customs documentation for export outside the EU and storing goods while in
customs are just some of the many services the
customs warehouse is able to offer.

Major damage can be prevented thanks to tyre pressure
and temperature monitoring.

But that is not all. Omega Pilzno also caters
to the maritime logistics sector. These operations are based in the Baltic Sea port of
Gdynia on the Bay of Gdansk. Here, complex
sea container transport services are offered as
well as port services and customs procedures.
‘Goods from all over the world can be imported to Poland and goods from Poland can be
exported all over the world’, explains the Managing Director.

TRANSPORT

The company handles goods from all over the world at the Baltic Sea port of Gdynia.

Within the scope of their shipping services,
Omega Pilzno cooperates with freight forwarders. A team of highly qualified and experienced
shippers ensures effective route planning. Owing to the favourable conditions for cooperation and high-quality
customer service, the
enterprise, which has
a workforce of around
1,000 employees, is in
a position to offer attractive terms and a variety of routes in both
Poland and Europe as
a whole. Intermodal
Adam Godawski
container transport in
collaboration with the
largest railway operators is also included in the
multifaceted spectrum of services offered by
the Group.
Omega Pilzno is well-stocked not only when
it comes to tractor units: The company also
has a fleet of platform semi-trailers, refrigerated trailers, tandem trucks, swap bodies, container and silo trailers, tank semi-trailers and

Omega Pilzno operates five ultra-modern class A high-bay warehouses.

even tank wagons for transporting container
freight, foodstuffs, fuel and many other goods.
Needless to say, the company, which is always
concerned with the welfare of its employees
and clients, places a particularly high value on

sure and temperature of semi-trailer tyres and
can anticipate and avoid damage, and potentially fatal tyre blowouts, at an early stage. EB+
Soft Docking can prevent damage when docking a semi-trailer at the loading ramp thanks
to ultrasound sensors installed on the back of the
vehicle. The system automatically activates the
brakes if the situation at
the ramp becomes critical. A first interim assessment of the two systems
is resoundingly positive.
‘Our drivers have praised
the systems because they
make their work easier
and help prevent emergency situations. They
are definitely helpful. They make our drivers
feel safer, which allows them to concentrate
on the tasks at hand rather than thinking
about possible tyre damage. We consider these
systems a form of investment from which we
expect tangible returns by reducing costs due
to tyre punctures and vehicle damage’, says
Adam Godawski. 

We want to be a partner
our clients can always
rely on.
ensuring the best possible protection of people
and materials.
In 2018, Omega Pilzno initiated a test, scheduled to last two years, in which a portion of their
trailer and semi-trailer fleet was fitted with Haldex’s Tyre Pressure Monitoring System (TPMS)
and EB+ Soft Docking safety system. Thanks to
TPMS, the driver can always see the tyre pres-

Omega Pilzno also has their own petrol stations at several locations in Poland.
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HALDEX SELECT

WELL-POSITIONED
Although a relative newcomer, British parts distributor
CV Logix has firmly established itself. Haldex has been
on board from the very beginning.

W

hen parts distributor
CV Logix opened its
doors in March 2017, its
aim was clear: to give
United Kingdom G-Truck
and UAN Truck members access to a vast
selection of high-quality commercial vehicle
parts quickly, easily and cost-effectively.
Now, almost two years later, the first
goal has been more than achieved. The central warehouse in Cleckheaton, near Bradford (West Yorkshire), covers a surface area
of 45,000 square metres, currently employs
around 50 people, and is very well utilised.
Meanwhile all G-Truck and UAN Truck parts
distributors have sourced parts and consumables from CV Logix. In doing so, they benefit
from CV Logix’ wide portfolio of suppliers,
service and competitive pricing, explains Phil
Dodd, Commercial Vehicle Manager of the
Alliance Automotive UK trading group.
He is confident in the chosen approach:
‘The benefits from CV Logix continue – we
pride ourselves on being a one-stop-shop for
all commercial needs, available for next-day
delivery (electronic ordering before 17.30)
with no minimum order value or quantity’.

8
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CV Logix maintains a stock of more than
16,000 commercial vehicle parts in its warehouse and its inventory of premium aftermarket component manufacturers. Having
concluded an agreement in July 2017, Haldex
has been a partner since day one. Cooperation has proven successful. In the early days,
CV Logix distributed a few hundred Haldex
parts per month; today it is more than 3,000
per month. Thanks to this close relationship,
Haldex is also able to identify regional focal
points or possible training needs regarding individual products on the basis of destinations
and order quantities.

The data also supports the parts business for
targeted promotions. It is a perfect concept all
round, and Phil Dodd highlights the similarities between the two companies. ‘We work
very well together, with great commitment
from Ben Pricket, the Haldex Aftermarket
Sales Manager. We see Haldex as an important
partner with a strong common foundation
because our basic corporate values coincide’.
It is therefore fitting that Haldex was named
‘Supplier of the Year 2018’ by CV Logix. Phil
Dodd is quick to list the decisive factors: ‘From
our experience, Haldex is a very proactive supplier, thanks to its marketing campaigns, good

An Open House was the perfect opportunity to convince
dealers from across Britain and Ireland of the concept.

Next-day delivery + no minimum quantity + favourable
terms = three strong arguments.

HALDEX SELECT

From our experience,
Haldex is a very
proactive supplier.
Phil Dodd, CV Logix

When it comes to commercial
vehicles, G-Truck and UAN
Truck offer a full range of parts,
with CV Logix as a key partner.

CV Logix offers G-Truck and UAN Truck parts distributors
a comprehensive range of big names under one roof.

training, excellent customer service and, not
least, user-friendly web portal. Above all, our
customers are satisfied with the quality of its
products’.
Indeed, neither party can rest on its laurels.
As Ben Prickett points out, ‘We want to both
maintain and expand the standards that were
recognised in 2018. We already have a number of campaigns planned for the next few
months’. Phil Dodd adds, ‘We will continue
to expand our portfolio, fill in a few gaps,
and work towards our goal of being the best
commercial vehicle parts distribution centre in
the UK’.

LEADERS IN CV PARTS
G-Truck and UAN Truck are the United
Kingdom’s leading independent suppliers of commercial vehicle parts. G-Truck
is the distribution arm of Groupauto, and
UAN Truck is the commercial vehicle parts
supplier of United Aftermarket Network
(UAN). Both trading groups are part of
the Alliance Automotive Group, which
employs more than 8,500 people in the
United Kingdom, France, Germany and
Poland.
As well as original parts and accessories,
G-Truck and UAN Truck offer the private
label ‘TruckTEC’, which is being continually expanded. Clutch kits, batteries, air
springs, V-stays, fuel additives, grease,
oil and lubricants, amongst other things,
comprise the range with future products
under development.

‘Top Truck’ is a premier workshop programme for independents who want
to benefit from a large European brand
whilst remaining an independent business. Over 1400 workshops across Europe belong to the network, which offers
distinctive branding and many benefits
such as technical and business training,
software, marketing and a dedicated
24/24 breakdown service.
The G-Truck, UAN Truck and Top Truck
networks are also supported on a monthly basis by an abundance of marketing
initiatives. These include price reductions,
special offers and competitions, a corporate hospitality suite at Donington Park
for members to utilise for customer and
prospect entertaining, as well as sponsorship deals.

Spring/Summer 2019
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TRAINING

THEORY AND
PRACTICE

Günter Leiberich (right) with participants in
a ‘safety test’ training course that features a
working model for hands-on learning.

In training courses, provided worldwide, Haldex covers a
broad range of topics. The company’s long-standing site in
Heidelberg has decades of experience in this area.

T

empora mutantur said the
Ancient Romans, and this simple
truth endures to this day: Times are
changing. This truism is especially
relevant to the world of transport
and logistics. Whether shipping agent, carrier,
driver or mechanic, technical innovation, new
processes and changing legislation are forcing
all players to continually face new challenges
over the course of their working life.
That training is equally important as product
development is a firmly embedded principle
of the Haldex philosophy. Therefore many
educational and training programmes are offered
around the globe. They are organised by Haldex
sites in Victoria, Australia; Seoul and Suzhou
in Korea and China; as well as Ontario, Kansas
City, Monterrey, and São José dos Campos in
North, Central and South America. Depending
on the subject area and national regulations,
each training course is either solely focussed on
Haldex products or also contains general content,
for example, information related to technical
examinations.
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Günter Leiberich and Günter Arnhold are
responsible for technical documentation and
training at Haldex in Heidelberg. They have
around 30 years of experience each in the
business. ‘Starting from the days at Graubremse,
we have documented training in the company
since 1954’, says Günter Leiberich. ‘At the start,
the focus was basic and advanced training courses
on brakes and brake service. Over the decades,
increasingly complex topics such as ABS and EBS
have come along’. The wide-ranging clientele is
not only service staff and mechanics who receive
training in Heidelberg but also staff from testing
organisations such as TÜV and DEKRA or experts
from the police. ‘It is very important to balance
theory and practice’, continues Günter Leiberich.
‘Fully functional models and testing devices,
which allow students to apply what they’ve
learned at a practical level, are always present
during classroom training’. Manageable groups
of 15 participants, on average, are another
important aspect.
Generally, Haldex coordinates training
courses to ensure, for example, that similar

Günter Arnhold, part of the Heidelberg training team, is the
expert for all training courses concerning the Haldex EB+.

TRAINING

A SITE WITH
TRADITION
Haldex in Heidelberg can look back on many
years of experience, stemming from the
founding of the Graubremse company in
1927. Following several incarnations, most
recently under the umbrella of MidlandGrau, Haldex absorbed the brand in 1998.
Today, EBS components and air suspension
valves for the COLAS and ILAS ranges,
amongst other things, are manufactured in
the time-honoured university town whose
reputation is also an advantage for the
training site, as Günter Leiberich openly
concedes: ‘Of course no one comes for
that reason alone. What is key is the good
reputation we’ve built among participants
from across Germany by way of factual and
technical content’.

System complexity is constantly increasing: Haldex presents the latest technology in mini training courses.

standards are applied throughout the EU. This
pertains to both content and classrooms. In
this way, training materials and venues fulfil
all requirements far beyond the minimum
specifications, and are regularly inspected in
addition to testing of lecturers. Haldex also
offers on-site training. ‘This may be offered
for dealers or customers, such as vehicle
manufacturers in the road and agricultural
sectors’, adds Günter Leiberich. ‘Sometimes,
special training courses are also requested, such
as a course on the new S-TCV trailer control
valve for tractors’. It is very clear throughout
the conversation that these trained vehicle
technicians value their demanding and loyal
clientele, and vice versa. ‘We have built a good
customer base over the years, and we have
known many participants for decades.
We’ll probably all retire together
one day’.

A great location: Haldex Brake Products GmbH in
Heidelberg.

FULL OVERVIEW
Training programmes for Europe are available in several languages as pdf
downloads at www.haldex.com. From the home page, navigate to ‘Services &
Support’ and select ‘Training’.

Spring/Summer 2019
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AGRICULTURAL ENGINEERING

BRAKE SENSE
New EU regulation 2015/68 tightens requirements for brake
systems for agricultural trailers. Knott and Haldex have
together developed a clever solution.

D

irk Zwigart has been in this
business long enough to tell
it like it is: ‘I’m happy this has
been a success today. In all
honesty, it’s not that common
for machine, axle and brake manufacturers
to meet on site and share practical information’. The 49-year-old is an engineer at Rauch
agricultural technology and ‘on site’ refers to
what seems, at first glance, a rather inconspicuous tarmac country lane close to Baden
Airpark, roughly halfway between Karlsruhe,
Germany and Strasbourg, France. The assembled troops also have a Franco-German
flavour: Alongside Dirk Zwigart, colleagues
from Alsatian manufacturer and long-term
Rauch partner Kuhn S.A. from Saverne are
present, as are representatives from an axle
manufacturer, and Dietmar Psille and Sven
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Böhner from Haldex. The attendees all have
a shared interest in the Rauch large-area fertiliser spreader from the Axent 100.1 series.

Dietmar Psille explains the technical details:
‘For trailers without suspension, no conventional load sensing valve (LSV) will trigger. If,
however, the vehicles are subject to varying
load conditions, and are to be approved for
40 instead of just 30 km/h, then the braking
ranges prescribed by the new EU regulation
2015/68 must be complied with. This is not
possible with manual load sensing valves.
That’s where the new valve comes in’. The
solution was developed in collaboration with
the Knott company, which manufactures

chassis and brake components, constructed
under the guidance of Hans Loipl. ‘The system is based on Haldex’s proven, mechanically controlled LSV’, he explains, ‘but now easy
handling and a flat control lever have greatly
simplified installation’.
To adjust brake pressure on the load sensing
valve, the control lever can be fixed in the required position with a locking pin. The practical brake test, which should be performed
prior to approval, is carried out using a testing
template. If the final values are in the green
area for all load parameters, the testing template can be replaced with a setting template.
‘Depending on vehicle type, the standard version will have only two or three settings. The
driver chooses one according to load parameters’, says Dietmar Psille.

AGRICULTURAL ENGINEERING

From theory to trial — back to the country lane in Baden. After the tractor/trailer
combination has been equipped with
measuring technology and a separate control system for the trailer brakes, it’s time for
two tests — one in the morning with a full
trailer load of 13 tonnes (split into 3 tonnes
of support load and 10 tonnes of axle load)
and one in the afternoon with no load. The
trial almost perfectly replicates actual use, as
the fertiliser spreader usually travels to the
field fully loaded and makes the return
journey empty.
On the test day in mid-January, the assembled troops must deal with not only the
bone-dry track but also freezing temperatures; although during the test drives, the
brakes naturally generate heat. At the end
of both drives, all the required parameters
have ultimately been met, so there should
be no significant problems in obtaining
TÜV approval, the participants believe. As
far as the technology is concerned, bureau-

Sven Böhner checks the threshold time after a test drive.

cratic approval may take several months,
but Dirk Zwigart is realistic: ‘The brake system
is generally the most time-consuming item
when it comes to EU type approvals for sin-

gle-axle trailers, and it’s an important export
subject; so it’s not something we can avoid.
If we have the documentation by May 2019,
we’ll be on target’. 

Optimal settings for the load sensing valve are subject to two different test drives – fully loaded and empty.

The testing template (left) aids precision adjustment during the brake test.

RAUCH AGRICULTURAL TECHNOLOGY
Founded in 1921, Rauch is a family business
that manufactures attachments and trailers
for fertiliser and sowing applications and municipal use. In the 2018 business year, which
traditionally runs from August 1 to July 31
in agriculture, Rauch achieved the second
best result in its history with a turnover of
EUR 75 million. The production facility at Baden
Airpark, which the company moved into in
2009, is just a stone’s throw from Karlsruhe
airport and represents an important building
block for future growth. The company’s head
office, which currently employs around 400
people, has been located in Sinzheim near
Baden-Baden since the company was founded.

Everything close at hand: The new plant at Baden Airpark houses all departments for product assembly under one roof.
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ONE-STOP WORKSHOP

EVERYTHING
AT HAND
One-stop workshop for truck and trailer:
Scania Vehicle Related Services (VRS) offers all skills and
services necessary for trailers and superstructures.

For years Scania has developed its own onestop service concept, VRS, for truck bodies
and trailers. Per Warg, VRS Product Manager, explains, ‘It goes without saying that our
workshops have always procured original truck
parts from Scania; but it used to be the case
that most other parts were sourced elsewhere.
It’s pretty obvious this is an inefficient way of
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‘

working, particularly since the number of Scania workshops around the world now tops
1,600. Centralisation was the obvious remedy’.
Because the comprehensive services VRS pro-

keep around 14,000 different parts in stock at
all times at our central warehouse in the Belgian town of Opglabbeek. From there we can
dispatch them around the world, with same-

Haldex is one of our
leading manufacturers
and suppliers.

‘

O

ne-stop-shopping has long
been a familiar concept in the
world of commercial vehicles.
In many segments of the transport industry, it has become the
norm rather than the exception to procure a
truck-trailer combination from a single supplier, and countless more examples can be
found in the service sector — finance, hire and
leasing, maintenance and service agreements,
workshop services and spare parts, to name
but a few.

vides are ‘vehicle-related’ in the truest sense of
the word, they cover trailers, semi-trailers and
superstructures, with all necessary mechanical
and electronic systems, platform lifts, tipping
cylinders and other hydraulic systems. ‘We

Per Warg, Scania VRS

day delivery if necessary’, says Per Warg, continuing, ‘if we take trailers as an example, the
parts that require the most maintenance are
axles and brakes. For this reason, Haldex is one
of our most important partners’.

ONE-STOP WORKSHOP

VRS’ stated goal is to provide one-stop-shop service for trucks, trailers and superstructures.

Scania applies the ‘original parts only’ philosophy to both its own trucks and to trailers.
‘There are no ifs or buts about it: When we
work with axles, we use parts from the relevant axle manufacturer, and when we work
with brakes, we use parts from the relevant
brake manufacturer’. When asked for specific
examples, Per Warg responds without hesitation: ’Typical high runners for Haldex include
actuators, brake pads and brake adjusters; so
we make sure these parts can be supplied at
short notice. The number of Haldex products
in the Scania VRS range is currently about 250,
and it’s continually increasing’.

To ensure that the procedure for supplying
parts at short notice works smoothly in practice, links to the Findex product catalogue and
the Trailer Application Guide from Haldex can
be found on the VRS intranet. Haldex components can also be displayed on the public page
(vrs-public.scania.com) and sorted by Haldex or
Scania part numbers. The order process is now
the same for Haldex parts as for Scania parts,
and the same rules also apply to warranties,
customer service and breakdown assistance.
When Per Warg says that Scania hopes to
step up cooperation with Haldex in the months

to come, he mentions their contact with Dirk
Vandeput, Haldex Sales Manager Aftermarket
Benelux. ‘Our cooperation with Haldex has
been a very positive experience. Dirk acts as
our Key Account Manager, and he’s responsible for more or less everything — from products and training courses to technical support
and pricing’. Dirk Vandeput returns the compliment: ‘We’ve been working together with
Scania VRS for a relatively short time compared
to our long — and completely separate — history in the field of OEM truck parts. Our initial
assembly team is based in Sweden, and our
aftermarket team, which works with VRS, is in
Belgium and the Netherlands. We supply parts
to Scania’s central warehouse in Opglabbeek,
and parts are efficiently dispatched from there.
Haldex, too, hopes to step up cooperation in
the future — not only with a view to increasing
turnover, but also to expanding the range of
services we provide, such as training courses’.
Although almost all of Scania’s European
workshops can now benefit from the agreement with Haldex, they have to meet a number of criteria, which are audited according
to Scania International Service (SIS) regulations. These include access to Haldex training
courses, software and diagnostic systems. To
facilitate access to training, Scania allows its
employees to view and book courses via its inhouse system ‘MyCompass’. Per Warg emphasises, ‘We already have highly trained employees, resources and tools — we employ around
14,000 mechanics around the world! What
matters is that our employees are able
to attend regular training courses so
they can maintain and repair the latest
trailers, semi-trailers and superstructures
on the market, not just Scania trucks’.
Workshops also need to be alert to the
importance of preventive maintenance
or, in other words, remind customers
when their vehicle needs to come in and
suggest a date. In Per Warg’s words, ‘No
customer should have to put up with additional vehicle downtime because of the
trailer’.
Dirk Vandeput provides a final glimpse
of things to come: ‘Based on our cooperation to date, we’ve agreed that Scania dealers throughout Europe will also operate as
Haldex workshops, with the aim of including
these locations in our Select network. That
would be the perfect win-win solution’. 
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EXCELLENT VALUE
FOR MONEY

The demand for lower-cost alternatives for older vehicles is rising. With Grau
you can count on an established brand that stands for robust and solid engineering, offers proven quality and great value for money.

www.haldex.com

More about Grau product range
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